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Agenda
1.

Ice-breaker

2.

News
○ General R
○ s2dv
○ ClimProjDiags
User presentation: s2dv_cube [An-Chi]
Q&A
○ s2dv: Make RPSS able to calculate for each dataset combination? [Chung,
An-Chi]
○

3.
4.

Ice-breaker
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Questionnaire
1. What actions do you take when an error occurs while using R packages?
- Open an issue
- Review function documentation
- Revise script / Create your own functions
- See examples on GitLab (e.g., vignettes, use case)
- Ask someone
2. How long have you been using R?
- < 3 months
- 3 months to 1 year
- 1 to 3 years
- > 3 years

3. Which packages use s2dv_cube?
- s2dv
- startR
- CSTools
- CSIndicators
- ClimProjDiags
- What is s2dv_cube?

General R
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General R
-

RStudio-server cannot plot with R/4.1.2 (with R3 it works well).
- The packages that require “cairo” or other graphics devices rely on X11, but
X11 doesn’t natively work well on Linux.
- Deploy X11 on RStudio server on Linux is not recommended and quite tricky.
→ If you need to plot and see the figures on RStudio:
(1)
(2)

Use RStudio-server with R/3.x.x
Use RStudio module (see commands below) with any R version:
(a) with R3, the plots will be in “Plots” window
(b) with R4, the plots will be in a pop-up X11 window

module load RStudio/1.1.463-foss-2015a
module load R/4.1.2-foss-2015a-bare
rstudio &

Individual R user meeting
-

-

Officially start in September, but start earlier with those who are leaving
Meet with An-Chi and Eva individually to discuss your R scripts and any R-related
topics in your mind
What you need to do:
- Answer a short questionnaire about the usage of R tools
- Prepare one or a few scripts that use in-house functions (preferrably)
- Explain your scripts to us and let us know any problems/doubts/suggestions
you have
- Besides the scripts, prepare some questions or suggestions about our tools
The meeting is voluntary while we encourage you to have it even if you only use a
bit of the tools. It also helps us understand your needs and develop suitable tools.

s2dv
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New release 1.2.0
New development since last meeting:
-

PlotLayout(): Bugfix when param "var" is a list and use ‘special_args’ to assign
different parameters for each plots.

-

CDORemap(): Stop printing messages from cdo command

-

RPS() and PRSS() parameter `weights` to add weights for each member and time.
*The argument in RPSS() is changed to `weights_exp` and `weights_ref` in master
branch. Not included in v1.2.0.

PlotLayout
Bugfix when param "var" is a list and use ‘special_args’ to assign different parameters for
each plots.
How to use it:
1- Split the data array into a list of arrays (each with the data for one plot) and
provide it as parameter 'var'
2- Provide a list of sub-list as 'special_args', and each sub-list contains the
customized parameters for each plot.
dim(data): [month = 12, latitude = 180, longitude = 360]
PlotEquiMap
argument
names
dim(dots): [month = 12, latitude = 180, longitude = 360]
special_args_list <- ClimProjDiags::ArrayToList(dots, dim = 'month', level = 'sublist', names = 'dots')
PlotLayout(PlotEquiMap, plot_dims = c('latitude', 'longitude'), var = asplit(data, 1),
A list of 12 arrays
lon = lon, lat = lat, …, special_args = special_args_list)
A list of 12 sub-lists

CDORemap
●

Improved `crop` documentation
https://earth.bsc.es/gitlab/es/s2dv/-/blob/master/R/CDORemap.R#L44-73
○ Case 1: crop = FALSE
The cdo command in CDORemap() will be: cdo -s remapcon,grid <ori_data.nc>
<interp_data.nc>. The returing array has the same longitude range as target
grid.
[0, 360] or [-180, 180]
○ CASE 2: crop = TRUE
The cdo command in CDORemap() will be: cdo -s
-sellonlatbox,lon.min,lon.max,lat.min,lat.max -remapcon,grid <ori_data.nc>
<trans_data.nc>. The problem lies in here: the lon and lat used are from the
original data (i.e., the lons and lats you put in CDORemap()). Therefore, the
result range is still the original one.

More explanation: https://earth.bsc.es/gitlab/es/s2dverification/-/issues/240

CDORemap
●

Stop printing warnings from cdo command, e.g.,
Warning (cdfInqContents): Coordinates variable time can't be assigned!
→ It creates a sea of useless warnings when using startR to load a bunch of files.
with all the warnings

without cdo warnings

dat_dim
●

Some functions of s2dv package have the dat_dim argument. It indicates the
dataset dimension name. However, there are some functions that allow this
parameter to be NULL while others not. To standarize functionality we are making
all functions to allow dataset dimension to be NULL.
> ACC(exp, obs, dat_dim = "dataset", > dim(exp)
lat_dim = "lat", lon_dim = lon",...)
dataset member sdate ftime
2
2
5
1

●
●

lat
2

lon
3

Functions that allow dat_dim = NULL: ACC(), Clim(), RatioSDRMS(), RatioSDRMS and
BrierScore().
Functions do not allow dat_dim = NULL: Corr(), Ano_CrossValid(), RMS(), RMSSS(),
UltimateBrier() and Consist_Trend().

Status: Corr() under development

ClimProjDiags
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New release plan
●
●
●

No confirmed date but in August or September hopefully
Bugfix for WeightedMean()
New functions: WeightedCells(), ShftLon()
→ Anyone wants to create them or be the tester?

s2dv_cube
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What is s2dv_cube?
●
●
●
●
●

An object class
It is NOT a thing in package s2dv
Instead, it is the class used in CSTools and other CS* packages (e.g., CSIndicators,
CSDownscale)
The object should be an array with several required attributes, including metadata.
If one attribute value is missing, it is assigned as NULL.
E.g., Turn a normal array into s2dv_cube:
List of 8
$ data
: int [1:2, 1:10, 1:5] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
$ lon
: NULL
$ lat
: NULL
$ Variable
: NULL
$ Datasets
: NULL
$ Dates
: NULL
$ when
: NULL
$ source_files: NULL
- attr(*, "class")= chr "s2dv_cube"

The object structure
$data

An array with any number of named dimensions.

$lon

An array with one dimension containing the longitudes and attributes, including dim,
cdo_grid_name, data_across_gw, array_across_gw, first_lon, last_lon and projection.

$lat

Same as $lon but for latitudes.

$Variable

A list of two elements: “varName” a character string of the variable name; “level” a
character string of the level (e.g., "uas - 2m"; “tas - NULL”)

$Datasets

A named list with the dataset model with two elements: “InitiatlizationDates”, containing a
list of the start dates for each member; “Members” containing a vector with the member
names

$Dates

A named list of two elements: “start” and “end”, contain the POSIX initial/final date of each
forecast time of each start date

$when

A time stamp of data creation time.

$source_files

A vector of character strings with complete paths to all the found files involved in data.

The advantages of s2dv_cube
●

Easy to use several CST_* functions together. No need to check several paramters
for each function.
CST_MultiEOF <- function(datalist,
neof_max = 40, neof_composed = 5, minvar = 0.6,
lon_lim = NULL, lat_lim = NULL) {
MultiEOF <- function(data, lon, lat, time, lon_dim = "lon", lat_dim = "lat",
neof_max = 40, neof_composed = 5, minvar = 0.6,
lon_lim = NULL, lat_lim = NULL) {

●
●

With the fixed structure of s2dv_cube, it’s less error-prone when using functions.
As long as you have a well-defined s2dv_cube (e.g., output of CST_Load()), it’s less
chance to get unexpected results with CST_* functions.

auxiliary s2dv_cube functions
(In CSTools)
●
●

●

CST_Load()
○ Same functionality as s2dv::Load but turn the array into s2dv_cube
s2dv_cube()
○ Create an s2dv_cube object with one array and its attributes (optional)
○ Useful when you want to use CST_* functions but the input data is not
s2dv_cube yet
as.s2dv_cube()
○ Convert 'startR_array' or 'list' object to s2dv_cube
○ Need to check if the attributes conform with s2dv_cube structure, or the
attributes won’t be filled into the correct places.

Q&A
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s2dv: Make RPSS able to calculate for each dataset combination?
Some functions like Corr() and ACC() can calculate for each dataset combination, but
RPS() and RPSS() cannot. Is it a good feature to have?
#'@return
#'A list containing the numeric arrays:\cr
#'\item{acc}{
#' The ACC with the dimensions c(nexp, nobs, the rest of the dimension except
#' lat_dim, lon_dim and memb_dim). nexp is the number of experiment (i.e., dat_dim in
#' exp), and nobs is the number of observation (i.e., dat_dim in obs). If
#' dat_dim is NULL, nexp and nobs are omitted.

Thanks for joining
See you after summer

Next meeting: 1st Sep 2022 (11 am)
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